Permanent Vacation

Artist: Lime Cordiale
Non-Airable Tracks: 4, 6
Label: Permanent Vacation

I've never liked an album so much the first time listening. Lime Cordiale's *Permanent Vacation* is the album to listen to for anybody, and especially to those who are fans of Maroon 5. The album consists of songs like “Naturally” which has a gothic, haunted vibe mixed with an energetic beat, “Temper Temper” and “Giving Yourself Over” are hip and fun to dance along to whereas “Risky Love” is sad but there is still the same upbeat tempo. “Up In The Air” has a very old feel from the 90’s. “Other Way Round” is probably my favorite song of this album because it has a warm vibe mixed with longing lyrics. “What Is Growing Up?” has a nostalgic vibe that is relevant for basically anyone questioning with what they are doing in their life right now, and the lyrics of “Is He Your Man” is worth a listen to. The songs that remind me most of Maroon 5 is “Underground” and “Can I Be Your Lover” are other upbeat songs that are easy to sing along to with the clear vocals sounding throughout the chorus. “Walk Over Everything I Do” and “Top Of My List” are probably the saddest songs of the album and the lyrics themselves are genius. “Reprise” is the shortest song and has the trumpet sound throughout. Definitely recommend this album!

Sounds Like: Maroon 5
Sounds Like: Coldplay
Recommended Tracks:
2. Temper Temper: Hip, upbeat song
5. Other Way Round: Something to listen to on a warm afternoon on Sunday
7. Is He Your Man: Sad but upbeat tempo
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